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Gap Metric Problem for MIMO Delay Systems: 
Parametrization of All Suboptimal Controllers* 

ONUR TOKERt and HITAY GZBAYt 

The gap metric problem is studied for MIMO delay systems. A paramet- 
rization of all suboptimal controllers is obtained using AAK theory, and an 

algorithm is given for the numerical computation of these controllers. 

Key Words-Robustness optimization; gap metric; MIMO delay systems; X” control; Hankel 
operators. 

Abstract-We consider the problem of robustness optimiza- 
tion in the gap metric for MIMO systems with a scalar time 
delay. We present an algorithm for the parametrization of all 
suboptimal controllers. In our algorithm the AAK theory 
plays the central role. Using this approach, suboptimal 
controllers can be found by computing solutions to certain 
infinite-rank operator equations. We show that these 
equations can be solved numerically by modifying the 
two-point boundary-value problem approach reported earlier 
for the computation of optimal robustness radius. We present 
a numerical example to illustrate the procedure. 

NOTATION 

the set of real numbers; 
the set of complex numbers; 
{s E@:Re(s)>O}; 
open unit disc, {z E @: IzI< 1); 
unit circle, (6 E @: I[[ = 1); 
Banach space of essentially bounded 
functions on T (on jlw); 
zrn functions that admit bounded 
analytical extensions to !B (to C,); 
Hilbert space of square-integrable 
functions on T (on jR); 
2’ functions that admit analytical 
extensions to D (to C,); 
the set of all k X k matrices with 
entries in F%$; 
the orthogonal projection onto a 
subspace X of 2’; 
the orthogonal complement of X2 in 
22; 
the unit ball of X”; 
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R the reflection (or flip) operator, 
Rf(z) = t-‘f(z-‘): 

S the shift operator, Sf(z) = zf(z); 
f*(z) f(1l.F) (in the z domain); 
f*(s) f(-5) (in the s domain); 

3 the set of all proper rational transfer 
function matrices; 

$8(T) the set of all transfer function matrices 
of the form R,(s) + R2(s) epsT, where 

RI, R2 E *, 

Z,, n X n identity matrix. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

We consider the MIMO plants of the form 
P(s) = e-“?‘..(s), where P,(s) is a strictly proper 
rational transfer-function matrix and T > 0 
represents the time delay. We present an 
algorithm for the parametrization of all subop- 
timal controllers for the problem of robustness 
optimization in the gap metric. Partington and 
Glover (1990), Georgiou and Smith (1990, 1992) 
and Dym et al. (1993) developed a state space 
formula for computing the optimal robustness 
radius for MIMO systems, and the correspond- 
ing optimal controller for SISO plants. This 
paper extends these results to suboptimal MIMO 
case. 

In order to solve our problem, we first reduce 
it to a one-block interpolation‘ problem in X” as 
in Georgiou and Smith (1990, 1992), and then 
use the AAK theory to obtain a parametrization 
of all interpolating functions, which then gives a 
characterization of all suboptimal controllers. 
The final formulae for the parametrization of all 
suboptimal controllers is a linear fractional 
transformation (LIT) of a free parameter in 
a(%‘=) with coefficients in C%(T). The AAK 
equations involve inversion of certain infinite- 
rank operators. By extending the state space 
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approach developed by Partington and Glover 
(1990), we reduce the problem of inverting these 
operators to the solution of a two-point 
boundary-value problem. In principle, this 
problem can be solved by using techniques 
developed for %? control of infinite-dimensional 
systems (see e.g. Bercovici et aZ., 1988; Curtain, 
1990; Curtain and Pritchard, 1992; van Keulen, 
1993; Gzbay and Tannenbaum, 1990). 

This paper is organized as follows. In Section 
2 we give the problem definition, and in Section 
3 we give the parametrization of all suboptimal 
controllers. In Section 4 we prove the results 
stated in Section 3. In Section 5 we reduce the 
infinite-dimensional operator equations to a 
standard form, and in Section 6 we discuss the 
solution of these equations using the two-point 
boundary-value method of Partington and 
Glover (1990). In Section 7 we present a 
numerical example. Finally, in Section 8 we 
make some concluding remarks. 

2. PROBLEM DEFINITION 

We consider the standard feedback control 
system shown in Fig. 1, where the plant has a 
transfer-function matrix of the form 

P(s) = e-TsPO(s), (1) 

where P,(s) is a strictly proper rational m x n 

transfer matrix. The closed-loop system [P, C] is 
said to be stable (or the controller C stabilizes 
the plant P) if the entries of all transfer-function 
matrices (I - CP))‘, (I - CP)-‘C, P(Z - CP)-’ 
and P(Z - CP)-‘C belong to X”. When the 
closed-loop system is stable, we can define (see 
e.g. Georgiou and Smith, 1990) 

b P,C = l~[jv - CW[Z -cf’ 
cs 

as the stability robustness level of the system 
[P, C]. With this definition, closed-loop systems 
[P,, C] are stable for all Pa, which belongs to a 
gap ball of radius S around P, if and only if 
S < b,,, (Vidyasagar and Kimura, 1986; Geor- 
giou and Smith, 1990). Hence, for a given plant 
P, the optimal robustness radius can be defined 

d+ u 
Q-P y c 
+ 

I 1 

Fig. 1. Standard feedback configuration. 

as 

b,,(P) := SUP bp,C. 
CstabilizesP 

For MIMO delay systems, b,,(P) was computed 
by Partington and Glover (1990) in terms of 
state-space realizations of the finite-dimensional 
part of the plant. Then Dym et al. (1993), gave a 
simple expression for the corresponding optimal 
controller for SISO plants. In this paper we shall 
consider the suboptimal version of this problem 
for MIMO plants, i.e. we want to find a 
parametrization of the set 

%,, = {C: [P, C] stable, bp,= 2 y} 

for a given y < b,,(P). 

(2) 

3. PARAMETRIZATION OF SUBOPTIMAL 
CONTROLLERS 

In order to reduce (2) to a one-block X” 
problem, we consider the normalized coprime 
factorizations P = NM-’ = &i-‘fl, where the 
transfer-function matrices N, A4, N and ti can be 
computed as follows (see e.g. Vidyasagar, 1988; 
Glover and McFarlane, 1989; Georgiou and 
Smith, 1990; Partington and Glover, 1990). Let 
(A,,, B, C) be a minimal realization of P,(s); then 
find the stabilizing solution RF of the algebraic 
Riccati equation 

A,RF + R,A,* - RFC*CRF + BB* = 0, (3) 

and let A = A,, + HC, where H = -R&*. Then 

F(s) := [-N’, a], 

= [ -C(sZ - A)-‘BeeT”, I,,, + C(sZ - A)-‘HI. 

Similarly, find the stabilizing solution RG of the 
algebraic Riccati equation 

A,*RG + RGA, - RGBB*RG + C*C = 0, (4) 

and let AG =A, + BHc, where HG = -B*RG. 
Then 

G(s):= [y = [ 
I,, + H&Z - AJ’B 
C(sZ - AG)-‘Be-” 1 ’ 

Since P = NM-’ = fi-‘fi is a coprime factoriza- 
tion, there exist U, V, 6, v E 2%‘” such that the 
generalized Bezout equation 

1” 0 
= 0 z, [ 1 (5) 

holds. 
To parametrize the set of all suboptimal 

controllers, first choose a positive real number 
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a. Then, let xP,yL” E %$ be the solution of 

I 1 
r$X,=-&, r~y~=-&f~--- 

$3 s+a* (6) 

and let .~~),y~~ E X2 be the solution of 

l-,*x,* = -py*, 
1 1 

i’,y* = --#3x0* - -L! - p s--o~ (7) 

where the Hankel operatur r, is defined as 

In Section 6 we shall discuss how to obtain 
numerical solutions of (6) and (7). 

Now define 

G$kK = [2u.$‘(a)]I-“” >> 0, 

G:j4k = {2a[x~)(a)]T)-iR r> 0, 

P&k(S) = p(s + ~~~)~~)G~~~, 

PEj&) = p(s + ~)[~~~~~~]TG~~~~ 

Q%,,(s) = PCS - ~)[y%~~lTG6thc, 

Q&&> = p(s - 4y~*)(dG%c 

where >> stands for positive-de~nite square root. 
Now we are ready to state our first result, whose 
proof is given in Section 4. 

Lemma 1. With notation as above, the set of all 
suboptimal controllers can be parametrized as 

% = WC&) + ~~~~~~~~~)I 

x ID,lW + ~c,&)W]-f : 

$ a free parameter in L@(P)], 
where 

~e~rk~ Nate that in Lemma 1 all subo~~al 
controllers are expressed as linear fractional 
transformations of $E B(T), with coefficients 
determined by N, M, lis, fl and solutions of (6) 
and (7). The computations of Section 6 will show 
that the solutions of (6) and (7) are in B(T). 

4. PROOF OF LEMMA 1 

In this section we prove the controller 
formulae given in Section 3. The problem of 

parametrizing the set %$ is first reduced to a 
one-block suboptimal interpolation problem. 
Then the AAK fo~ul~ are used to ~a~et~~e 
all solutions of the suboptimal ~nte~lation 
problem. 

4.1. Reduction to one-block suboptimat 
i~~e~~ot~ti~~ 

The set of all stabbing controllers can be 
parametrized (Smith+ 3989) as 

{C=XY-‘:[;I = [ ;] + [;]Q, Q E gw}- (8) 

Now? using (8), we get 

Hence, 

(9) 

Note that 
FG = -4~ f liilv = -R(MN-I - iV-*fiFi)~ 

= -@(P - P)N = 0, 

Therefore, the matrix [G F*] is square and 
tmitary. In particular, this implies that 

GG* + PF = I,*, CW 

Therefure, as in Clover and McFarlane (1989), 
the problem (9) reduces to the parame~ization 
of 

where p = -a This is a MIMO one-block 
suboptimal X” control problem involving a time 
delay. Note that, from (12), all suboptimal 
controllers are given by 

where 
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Once a parametrization of 9’ is obtained, we can 
find all suboptimal controllers using (13) and 

(14). 

4.2. AAK formulae: a parametrization of YP in 
the z domain 

In this section, we will obtain a parametriza- 
tion of YP, defined by (12). Here we shall use the 
theory of Adamjan et al. (1978) (AAK). In order 
to put the problem in the framework of AAK 
and further reduce it to a problem solvable by 
finite-dimensional techniques, we shall use some 
results from Georgiou and Smith (1993). But 
first we summarize the results of Adamjan et al. 
(1978). Here all Hankel operators are defined in 
the z domain; that is, & and Xi are defined on 
the unit disc. The relations between s- and 
z-domain operators will be given in the next 
section. A conformal map, say z = (s -a)/@ + 
a) and s = a(1 + z)/(l -z) with a >O, deter- 
mines this relationship, and allows us to use the 
z-domain formulae of Adamjan et al. (1978) for 
our original (continuous-time) problem defined 
on the s domain. 

Let us define the re$ection operator R by 
Rf (z) = z-‘f (z-l), and r = Rr,. The key step is 
to find Egak(z) E X’yx”’ and EgAk(z) E %‘txn 
satisfying 

($I- f*f)Egkk = z, 

@*I - W*)E~~k = z,. 

Then we can set 

G’Akk = [E$,k(O)]-‘” >> 0, 

G$&k = [E$&K(0)]-‘” >> 0, 

Pk%,(z ) = pE%c(z )G%K, 

~k2~,(z) = PE%c(z)G%, 

Q%c(z) = z(~E,,,)(z)G,,,, * (1) (1) 

(2) -‘* (2) (2) QAAK(Z) = z (r EAAK)(Z PAAK, 

where, as before, >> stands for the positive- 
definite square root. Using the matrices defined 
above, a parametrization of yb in the z domain 
was given by Adamjan et al. (1978) as 

YP = {P[QEW(z-‘) + mK(P)qz)l 
x [@y,(z) + Qg&z>qz)]-l: 8 E LB(Xrn)}, 

where a(%‘-) denotes the unit ball of X” 
defined on the unit disc. It is clear that 

($I- P@ = z, e r,x = Pz -lp, 

r,*(z-ly*)=px -$, 

and if the right-hand side of this equivalence 

holds then 

E$&(z) =x(z), @E!&)(z) = PY’(z). 

Similarly, 

(Pan - ft*)~T=z,~r,*z-b*(z) =PY(z), 

r,y(z)=pz-lX*(z)-z-~~, 

and if the right-hand side of this equivalence 
holds then 

E&(z) = x’(z) @*E!&)(z) = PY(Z). 

4.3. A parametrization of YP in the s domain 
In this section we use the conformal map 

s-a z=- 
s+a’ 

a >O, 

and translate the formulae summarized in the 
previous section into formulae given in terms of 
matrix-valued functions and operators defined 
on the s domain. 

Consider the equation 

($I- i’*f)x = z,, 05) 
and define 

and 

4s) 
&4s) = s+a > 

Y(S) 
Y&) = s+a. 

Then (15) is equivalent to 

b, = -PY:, r,*y,* = -px, + 2 ‘, &. 06) 

Similarly, consider the equation 

($I- W‘*)XT = z,, (17) 

and define x,(s) and yO(s) as before. Then it is 
easy to see that (17) is equivalent to 

cd = -PY,, 
4 1 r,y, = -PX: - - - p s-a’ (18) 

In order to obtain a parametrization of Sp, in 
the s domain, one can perform the following 
computations. First solve the equation (16) for 
x, and y,,; then set 

Ggak = [2ax,,(a)]-‘” >> 0, 

P’Ak&) = P(S + a)x,(s)G%.K, 

Q$!k&) = P(S - aly%)@&; 

then solve the equation (18) for x,,y,, and then 
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set 

With these matrices, we have 

YP = b~[Q%d-4 + P%d-4Wl 
x l?%~& + Q a"$&$qs)]-'SE G4(Xrn)}, 

where a(%?) denotes the unit ball of Xm 
defined on the right half-plane. Hence, by (13) 
and (14), we obtain 

%$ = {~~(~)~~l(~~ : 

Thus the problem of characterizing the set ‘G; 
(i.e. the set of all suboptimal controllers) is 
reduced to solving (16) and (18). This proves 
Lemma 1. El 

5. REDUCTION TO STANDARD FORM 

In this section we shall discuss solutions to 
(16) and (18). We first transform these equations 
to a certain standard form. Then in the next 
section, by using some results from Georgiou 
and Smith (1993), we show that, by slight 
modifications of the state-space two-point 
boundary-value method, numerical solutions of 
(16) and (18) can be obtained. First, we consider 
equations of the form I’sa = b, I’,*a = b, and 
obtain equivalent set of equations that are 
independent of U(s) or V(s). Then, using these 
equivalent set of equations, we transform (16) 
and (18) to a standard form, whose solution is 
discussed in Section 6. 

5.1. On equations of the type r,a = b and I”:a = 
b 

In this section we prove some operator- 
theoretic results that will be used for the proof of 
the main results. Define the following operators 
as in Georgiou and Smith (1993): 

(19) 

where q(G) := SO G%& (20) 

F = I&@ [%K+ (21) 

J$ = I&$ I_zP, (22) 

I‘ = l-&F* 1%. (23) 

Recall that G(s) and F*(S) are inner. In 
Georgiou and Smith (1992) it was shown that 
F= A-', i.e. 

AF=IetGj, FA=I,; (241 

and F = F. - I'*. Note that, by de~nition, we 
have 

= F”F x + cr,x. 

i 

Hence 

A=F* lxz+ cr,, r,= G*A. (25) 

The relationship between A and r, is expressed 
by (25). Similarly, we have 

(I$ - r*)X = ~,Fx - nzptxtX 

= II,,Fll,x = Fll,x. 

Therefore 

F,-l-'* = FH,. 

Recall that the AAK formulae require 
solutions of operator equations involving r, and 
I’,*, which in turn depend on U and V. In the 
following two lemmas we characterize these 
operators in terms of F, G and II,, i.e. we shall 
eliminate the dependence on iJ and V. 

Lemma 2. Let a E s and b E ZJifi-; then 

r’s.a = bella’ E ;x^;, 

such that a = Fa’ and b = G*a’ (26) 

Proof Let a E s and b E Xi. If I’,a = b then 
we have 

G*Aa = b, a’ E i&$(G), a = Fa’ = Fa’. 

a’ 

Hence, there exists a’ E i?i$ such that a = Fa’ and 
b = G*a’. Conversely, if there exists a’ E S& 
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suchthata=I;a’andb=C*a’then 

a’ E %(G), ~=:FQ’=:F~‘=A-‘~’ , 

so a '=Aa, 

b =e. cl 
r* 

Lemma 3. Let a E X2 and b E &“5; then 
I”$a = b u II,F*b = II,Ga. (271 

Proof. Let a E Xi and b E S’t& If r,*a = b then 
A*Ga = 6, 

F*A*GA = F*b, 

Conversely, if II aictGa = H,F*b then 

iIx~i(c~Ga = II,F*b = JYI,,,F*b = F*b, 

A+l-I,,,,Ga = A*F*b = b. 
\ , 

Af 

Hence l?,*a = b. Note that 

IIx~cc,Gu = Il,Ga - GIi,Gsu = II,,Ga. •1 

I 

The equivalence relations (26) and (27) 
characterize the operators I’, and r,* in terms of 
F, G and II,. 

5.2. Reduction of ~q~ati~~ to standard form 
Let us now consider the equations 

with a, p >O. Using the results of Section 5.1, we 
obtain the following set of equivalent equations: 

x,, yo, zo E x2, xc, = r;i,, -PY 2 = G*zoz,, (28) 

Q% -pF*xx, + F” 4 
1 

- 
p s+a 

= rI,(-p-‘2, f p-lF*x,). (29) 

Now (28) and (29) can be written as 

x, = Fi,, (301 

(p t p-l)II,F*x, = p-‘z, + F*(-a) $ -+-, 

I&(s) 

(311 

and y,, can be computed from 

-py: = G*.zO‘ (321 

Similarly, from the results of Section 5.1, we see 
that 

r,*;r: = --fly,, 
I 1 

rsyO = -pxo* --I - 
p s-a 

are equivalent to 

zo,yo,too %, yo=Fz,, -pxo*----= G*za, ps-a 

(33) 

&&-pF*yJ 

=~~ ( 
-p-‘z,, + p-lF*y, - 

I 1 
G+--- 

p s-a ) * (34) 

Now (33) and (34) can be written as 

yo = Fzo, (351 

(p f p-‘)~,F*Y, = p-k f [GW - Wdl; $-_, 
b I 

h(%) (3(-j 

and x, can be computed from 

JZ 1 -pxo* - - - = G*z,. 
p s-a (371 

It is clear that both (30), (31) and (351, (36) are 
of the form 

k?=Ft2, (38) 

I’&(-pF*R) = I’I&ffG + p--IF*@ - h, (39) 

where for (30) and (31) we set 

f :=x(), a := zo, 
It?8 1 jr :=: jr(‘) -L F*(-a) - - 
p s+a’ 

and for (35) and (36) we define 

z := y(), ti := zo, 

h:=h(z)=[G(s)-G(a)]~&. 

Note thaas 

-pF*$ + 9* = -p-+2 + p-‘F*R -h, 

where 9 E 8. Then 

p$ =Ff*+Fh, 

and hence we obtain 

(P + p-y2 = y*, 
r*y*=p.f -Fh. 

By defining 
2=:x, p=:(p*+l)xQy, 

k := (p’ + l)-‘nFh, A’:= &, 
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we obtain 
IX = Ajr*, (40) 

r*jj* = hr’ -h”. (41) 

The above equations can be solved for x’ and y 
using the formulae given in Section 6. 

Remarks. By solving (40) and (41) for two 
different R(s) values, we can obtain the solutions 
of (16) and (18). Therefore, by Lemma 1, we 
obtain a parametrization of %,.. It is also 
interesting to note that in the optimal case one 
needs to solve two equations of the form (40) 
and (41) with i? = 0 (see e.g. Georgiou and 
Smith, 1993; Partington and Glover, 1990). 

6. A TWO-POINT BOUNDARY-VALUE PROBLEM 

The equations (40) and (41) can be solved 
using a time-domain representation of the 
Hankel operator I’. The idea is to reduce the 
problem to a two-point boundary-value as in 
Flamm (1986), Foias et al. (1986), Glover et al. 
(1986), Zhou and Khargonekar (1987) and 
Tadmor (1988). In this section we show how to 
modify the formulae of Partington and Glover 
(1990), where (40) and (41) are solved for iz = 0, 
to obtain the solutions of (40) and (41) for h # 0. 

First consider (40) and define the matrix- 
valued function w(t) from 

r+(t) = -A*w(t) - C*n(t), (42) 
m 

w(T)= e 
I 

-A*(~-QC*f(r) dr. (43) 
T 

Now define j$: [0, QJ)+ (-03, +CQ) by 

hj$@) = H*w(-t). 

Since 

w(-t) = eA*‘w(0) for c 20, 

we obtain 

hjj*(t) = H*eA*‘w(0) for t 2 0. 

Similarly, define 

(44) 

(45) 

(46) 

for OstsT, (47) 

for f 2 T. 

Then 

p(t) =: [$]. 
Now consider (41) and define the matrix-valued 
function 

u(0) = 0m eA’[-Z?j$(r + T) + Hy;(z)] dr, 
I 

(48) 

Then 

it(t) = Au(t) - Byl(T - t) for 0 5 c 5 T, (49) 

Therefore, for 0 9 t 5 T, u(t) and w(t) satisfy the 
following state-space equations with input h(t): 

c(t) = Au(t) + A-‘BB*w(t), (51) 

ti(t) = -A*w(t) - A-‘C*Cu(t) - A-‘C*fi(t). 

(52) 
Hence 

zero state response at T 

where 

C, = [eKfTeT)[ _Aflc*]h(r) dr, 

A-‘BB* 1 _A* ’ 

Now let R be the solution of 

AR+RA*+BB*+HH*=O 

and S the solution of 

A*S+SA-tC*C=O. 

(53) 

(54) 

(55) 

(56) 

(57) 

Note that R = RF, by (3). From (46)-(48), we 
obtain 

u(O) = A-‘Rw(0). (58) 

Also, (43) and (50) imply that 

w(T) = A-’ eA*(5-T)C*[CeA(‘-T)u(T) 

+ h(z)] dr. (59) 

Therefore 

w(T) = A-%(T) + CA, (60) 
where 

eA*('-T)C*h (z) dr. (61) 

Thus we have 

A-‘L(A)w(O) = AC;, - [-S AZ]C,, 

where 
(62) 

Z,(A) = {[-S AZ]eKT [ z]). (63) 

It has been shown that L(A) is singular iff A is a 
singular value of I (see Partington and Glover, 
1990). Hence, for y <b,(P), L(A) is invertible. 
Note that C,, defined by (54) is a convolution 
integral, and, for r E [0, T], h(t) is equal to the 
impulse response of a finite-dimensional system. 
Therefore the computation of C,, reduces to an 
integral of the form 

I 
T 

C 01 eAa(T-‘)BpCpeA@lBp dt. 
0 



then, using the state-space formulae given in 
Partington and Glover (1990), bopt = yopt = 
0.2866. Consider the set VY for y = 0.2838; then, 
for a = 1 and g(s) = 0, we get bP,C = 0.2847. The 
controller that we obtain is of the form 
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But this integral is equal to C,eATTB,, where 
(A?, B,, C,) is the series combination of 
(Aa, B,, C,) and (Apt BP, C,). Similarly, for 
t E [T, ~1, R(t) is equal to the impulse response 
of a finite-dimensional system. Therefore the 
computation of Ci (which is defined in (61)) 
reduces to the computation of a convolution 
integral of the form Jt C,eAn’B,CBeA@‘Bp dt, 
with A,, A, stable. But this integral is equal to 
C,X,B,, where XL is the solution of the 
Lyapunov equation A,XL + X,A, + B,C, = 0. 
Therefore both C,, and CA can be computed 
using state-space techniques. Using (62), one can 
find w(O) and then, using (58), find u(0). Once 
u(0) and w(O) are known, it is easy to find u(t) 
and w(t) for t E [0, T] using (51) and (52), and 
hence X’(t) and y(t) from (46), (47) and (50). The 
Laplace transforms of x’(t) and y(t) satisfy (40) 
and (41). It is easy to see from the definition of 
x”(t) and y(t) that their Laplace transforms are 
in a(T). Since (6) and (7) can be solved in 
exactly the same way as (40) and (41), this 
procedure gives the coefficients of the LFT that 
appears in Lemma 1 for the parametrization of 
Ce,. This completes the description of our 
algorithm for the computation of all controllers 
in the suboptimal robustness in the gap metric 
problem for MIMO plants with a scalar time 
delay. 

C(s) = [C,,(sZ - AJIB,][Cd(sZ - AJIBd 

+ C&Z - Add)-lBdde-o.l”]-’ G(s) G*(s) = G,(s) C**(s) > 
[ 1 G,(s) G,(s) 

where the Bode plots of C,(S) are shown in Figs 
2-4, and the matrices A,, B,, C,,, Ad, Bd, Cd, 
Add, Bdd and C, are given in the Appendix. 
Note that the central controller (that is, zP= 0) is 
a fraction of a rational matrix and a matrix in 
9(T), i.e. the delay term appears only in the 
denominator. 

In this paper we have considered the problem 
of suboptimal robustness in the gap metric, and 
have given a procedure for numerical computa- 
tion of all suboptimal controllers for MIMO 
delay systems. We have used certain results and 
observations from Adamjan et al. (1978), 
Georgiou and Smith (1990, 1992) and Partington 
and Glover (1990). The algorithm that we have 
presented involves certain operations in the time 
domain, but these can be transformed to the 
frequency domain very easily by taking the 
Laplace transforms of signals appearing in 
Section 6. The AAK parametrization of Y, gives 
a parametrization of %? as an LFT over a free 
parameter in 9(x-) with coefficients in %!(T). 
For different a (conformal map parameter) 

7. A NUMERICAL EXAMPLE 

Consider the plant P(s) = C(sZ - Ao)-‘Be-Ts, 
where T = 0.1, 

A,= [ii; -ii it;], 

1.0 0.0 0.0 

B = [ 0.0 1.0 0.0 , 

0.0 0.0 1.0 

1 
ucrslapbt 

20 

8. CONCLUDING REMARKS 

1 I “, /“-1 

~._ 
IO’ lo* Id ld 10' 10' 

I 
IO' 10' 

Fig. 2. Bode plots of C,,(S) and C,,(s). 
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10’ IO” Id Id l$ ld 
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m-w 

:-‘i 
lo.= IO" Id IO' IO' 

Fig. 3. Bode plots of C,,(s) and C&(s). 

Fig. 4. Bode plots of C,,(s) and Csz(s). 

values, the coefficients of this LFT change, but 
still the new LFT parametrizes the same set %$ 
The algorithm that we present involves opera- 
tions with matrices and state-space realizations 
that can be implemented very easily on the 
computer. We have developed a MATLAB 
program to implement the algorithm given in 
this paper, and have used this program for the 
numerical example given in Section 7. 
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APPENDIX 
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